


what is it what is “granger”

“Until they came, and used this place... used me,
as a means to satisfy their dreams, their hopes,

but most of all, of course, their vanity.”

- “Henry Houser,” 2208

The Granger Games are the multilayer/
competitive and cooperative component of
the AfterShock series.

Yes, that’s right, multilayer.  However,
unlike so many games before it, The Granger
Games are directly tied to the overall story of
AfterShock, and are teased during the events
of the main game.

So, just as a heads up, certain story bits
will be brought up, especially in the next
set of paragraphs on this page.

As seen in the main game, a small group of people from Earth
(all part of the “Elite” class, with many being former heads of major
corporations) felt the world was heading in a direction that was for the
worse (also concluded they could not change it either, so a rogue
faction of the upper class, if you will), and thus decided to seek
promise among the stars (sometime during the 2090’s).  And a
part of this group, was the Granger family, who made up the bulk
of their numbers, as well as provided most of the resources that
were necessary for the expedition to be undertaken.

As for the promises sought, they eventually settled within the
remains of the ”Enclaves” on Titan (abandoned ever since Olympus’
Zero One began its “Great Sleep”).  And upon completing a few certain
“tweaks” (both on Titan, and Saturn, all of which is covered during the
main game), the virtual world building Hex Projection Platforms, of the once
renowned Enclave Entertainment, became enslaved to the imagination of
the Grangers and those who followed them (via “Cognition Projection,”
which replaced the original system that only simulated what was available,
and contained, as they called it, “small-minded safety protocols”).

No life was impossible to live (what is alluded to during the main
game).  While in times of other leisure, no simulation of the world
they thought was to come went undone (what this is all about).

Thus, the Granger Games began.

LlFE lS BUT A DREAM



THE WAR THAT
NEVER WAS
With the gap between the rich and poor
ever widening, some form of conflict,
whether born from revolution or just the
collapse of organized civilization, was
seen as inevitable by the Grangers.
And though it was what drove them to
the Enclaves in the first place, few could
resist the temptation to see how such a
future would play out.

In this, the first of the Granger Games
came into being.  The War World.

Of course, little did they know, it was to
be a war that never was (as seen during
AfterShock: The Fall).

THE
GAMES ARENAWAR WORLD

CREATOR

To be blunt, think Planetside.  So, big maps, and perpetual fighting
over territories of value.  A war without end.

And as for those fighting, War World involves the following factions:

“The Norm”
A name given to the PMC (Private Military Company) forces that fight to
protect the assets of Norm and its subsidiaries (world’s largest multinational
conglomerate, which also bought out Granger owned companies), “The Norm”
represents the single largest fighting force on the planet, thanks in part to the
demilitarization of all nations in the decades prior.  So, in short, it is the
military arm of the rich and powerful.  Tactics wise, think, “strong, but slow.”

“Helping Hand”
With Norm becoming the “all corporation” of the world, the so called,
“Helping Hand,” sought to provide a more, altruistic, option for the
impoverished masses of the rest of the world, and provides the means
(of which originates from an anonymous benefactor within the world of the
elites) for the armed uprising that kicks off the war.  And though only united
by the simple idea of taking Norm supplies and “appropriating” them to the
poor (Robin Hood like), and lacking an overall command structure (at the
beginning of the conflict, at least), isolated cells utilize gorilla tactics to
wreak havoc, so think, “weak, but fast.”

“People of the Plains”
During the time of the Grangers departure, over 90% of the world’s
population had either moved, or been integrated into urban centers (mega
cities).  And whether it be from the encroachment from the ever growing
cities of the world, or the “overflow” from the war, the so simply named,
“People of the Plains” seek to defend their ways of existence, by what ever
means necessary.  So, unlike the others, the tactic here is focused solely on
the defense of smaller territories, which are scattered about in isolated
pockets throughout each region (seen as strategic positions in the eyes
of the other two factions).

Now, in regards to the regions themselves, it only makes sense to model
them after the 6 inhabited continents of the world (6 massive maps in total).

So, North America, South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceania
(and just to be clear, they would be Planetside scale, not 1 to 1).

Arena is the classic multiplayer experience,
and thus provides free for all, teams, and
objective based game modes that are played
out on smaller maps, which would essentially
be isolated sections of the War World maps.
In addition, a handful of other maps would be
modeled after what can be found in the “Other”
Games (see second to next page).

In Creator mode, players will have the ability
to create both custom game modes and their
own maps (either by editing existing maps,
or creating their own from scratch, so like
Doom’s “SnapMap” mode, just with more
options).

The creation of custom “scenarios” will also
be possible (refer to the “Other” Games page).

In the end, put the power the Grangers
possess in the player’s hands.

WHEN OBSERVATlON
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THE WAYS OF
WAGING WAR
Like the 1960’s-70’s Vietnam Conflict
that preceded it, or what was labeled,
“The Last War,” by historians in the
AfterShock universe, “The War” that
was to consume the 22nd Century
(starting in 2099), is very much a
“David vs Goliath” scenario, with
everyone else stuck in the crossfire
in between.

From overwhelming brute force,
and countering hit and run tactics, to
cunning and courageous acts of holding
one’s sacred sovereign ground, The War
did well in becoming the culmination
of all wars that came before.

Note: All “Forces” lists should be seen
as first passes, and are thus subject to both
change and expansion.  Also, due to the
aforementioned mass demilitarization,
nuclear weapons no longer exist in
stockpile capacities.

CLASS
WARFARE

NORM
Draped in power, influence, and most
importantly, resources, Norm and its
paramilitary forces favor the more,
“Shock and Awe,” approach, when it
comes to dispatching so called,
“enemies of peace.”

Breakdown of Forces:

Land: “Moltamus”/”Articus”/”Volta”
Troopers (Specialist, UPGRADE
equivalent infused, fire/ice/shock
infantry), “Devastators” (Blaster
weaponry with a compliment of
Armstrong like abilities), “Vanguards”
(Long range, fast attack, scout trooper),
Heavy Assault and Light Assault Troop
transports, “PermaDrop” gun
emplacements (Gun batteries placed
permanently onto battlefield via airdrop).

Sea: Surface and Subsurface weapons
platforms, Terra Cruiser (while in
“Sea” configuration, acts as an
aircraft carrier)

Air: Terra Cruiser (while in “Aero”
configuration, acts as a heavy bomber,
fire-zone resupply runner, and long range
troop/vehicle transport), Buzzard (Terra
Cruiser escort, and light bomber/fighter).

“Other”: Low Orbit Weapons Platforms
(space based weapons), Subterranean
Seismic Array, Project Entity (operation
suspended during the game,
but still hinted at)

HELPING HAND
Reliant on whatever can be salvaged
from raids on Norm supply lines and
“made vulnerable” depots, the Helping
Hand uses speed and its isolation within
itself (each region’s cell has a slightly
different feel/identity) in order to carry
out small, yet nearly countless and
non-relenting strikes, that over time,
compound into major thorns in the side of
Norm’s self-proclaimed “peaceful” order.

Breakdown of Forces:

Land: Black market caliber UPGRADE
infused fighters (fire/ice/shock), Sabos
(Saboteur squads), Scouts, Light assault
vehicles (seized from Norm, and heavily
modified), Light, repositionable, gun
emplacements.

Sea: Free Riders (Light armored/armed,
fast attack, squad transport, gunboats),
Ray Runners (Sea based saboteurs).

Air: Salvaged downed Buzzards,
stationary and mobile AA weaponry.

PEOPLE OF THE PLAINS
Consisting of mostly farmers and rancher
types, and having no formal label other
than the name the other factions give them
and the crude “warning” paint jobs applied
to their respected properties (usually red
or white), the “People,” make use of both
salvaged supplies from abandoned
battlefields and weapons that managed
to escape the past era’s demilitarization
purge.

Breakdown of “Forces”:

Land: Heavily modified Demilitarization
Era pistols, machine guns, rifles, and for
close encounters, incendiary infused
melee weaponry (e.g., a flaming pitchfork,
so as to slice and dice with ease).
Armored combines (act as crude tanks)
and tractors (for transporting salvaged
heavy armaments).

Sea: Coastal, subsurface mines (singular,
crude, and located within the sands or
rocky surfaces of shallow waters, also
difficult to detect).

Air: Mobile AA weaponry (from
demilitarization era), The Swarm
(autonomous farming drones
retrofitted to act as an aerial
denial system).

FOUGHT, FlGHTS,WlLL FlGHT



REVOLUTIONS AND
THE “FALSE FUTURES”
In addition to the War World, Arena,
and Creator modes, Scenarios would
provide a series of co-op campaigns
(though, all can be played with a single
player) that pertain to specific events
spanning across both AfterShock and
BioShock, from the “what was”
to the “what ifs?”

Now, obviously some of these could
not of been a product of the Grangers,
but who ever said they were the only
ones to make use of the Enclaves once
the alterations had been made?

Note: This is only a starter set of
scenarios, with the hope being more
would be added over time (in addition
to user created scenarios).

THE
“OTHER”
GAMES MAJESTIC 13 OUTSIDE IN

EVE 84’BURNING SEAHEAVEN’S HELL

TAKING TOMORROW
Now in its 27th year, “The War,” as
the world has come to simply call it,
between the forces of Norm and those
who bear the ideals of the Helping
Hand, has all but stripped the Earth of
its remaining beauty and promise of a
better future.  However, in this stalemate,
a discovery from the world of old, by a
group of refugees who have grown tired
of the conflict, sets into motion events
that, they believe, will at last set
Humanity free.

From the perspective of an every day
citizen of Columbia, at least, those of the
upper class, life in the city in the clouds
is the stuff of dreams.  That is, until those
without a voice, found one.  Now plunged
into revolution by the working class “Vox,”
you, and those who you choose to ally
yourself with, must find a way out of the
heaven that is quickly descending into hell.
(Note: “Open City” design, with the goal
being to get to a certain exit point that is
random each playthrough.  So more of a
gauntlet, than a campaign)

Crushing nearly all remnants of the
Helping Hand (thanks to a certain
“tipping of the scales” event), Norm
now holds the world in an iron grip, so
as to keep future conflicts at bay.  And
to do this, employs the Terranaut, an
advanced version of the original Terra
Cruiser (both seen during The Fall).  Now 
providing the ability to permanently house
the “better offs,” they act as watchful eyes
to a world that, if rumor has it, may yet
still have one more fight left in it, for
the precious resources that remain.

Free from the restrictions and parasitic
minds of the top side world, Rapture
provides you with the ideal environment
to pursue a limitless existence.  Though,
once those in power sought to never lose
it, the fall of the under sea paradise was
soon to follow.  Now caught up in civil
war, you, and what allies you can find,
if any, within such a former “free for all”
society, must find an escape from what
otherwise will be an untimely burial at
sea. (Note: Also “Open City” design, and,
in both scenarios, the “lesser offs” would
be playable, as well)

Having been set back at every turn by
the underground forces of the Helping
Hand, confidence among the elites of
the world turns to desperation, and a
plan to take action upon a certain “asset,”
(which had been under careful view for
some time) begins.  And though the HH
is successful in catching wind of the
project, it is not until the two sides are
led to the very heart of the Martian city
of Olympus when matters are at last
settled, possibly once and for all.
(Note: Both sides are playable)

In a century not tainted by the horrors
of two world wars, nor paralyzed by the
chill of sparring super powers, the world
looks up to the now globe spanning city
of Columbia as a benevolent force for
keeping the peace.  But once the prophetic
cries of war finally come calling, the world
is cast into flame.  And on New Year’s
Eve 1984, you, along with the surviving
populace of Manhattan, witness first hand
the terrors those from the sky possess.
(Note: “Open City”/gantlet design, but
also has a specific story within it, if found)

THE FALSEFUTURES

CROSSFlRE

CATCHES
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